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Yang, Xiao M.A., Purdue University, August 2014. Relationship between Holistic Rat-
ing of Chinese ESL Speakers’ Monologue Responses to Question Prompts in Placement
Testing and Their Lexical Frequency Profiles. Major Professor: Felicia Roberts.
The study examines the relation between the holistic scores of three groups of Chinese
ESL speakers and their lexical frequency profiles, based on their monologue responses to
testing prompts. The theoretical framework of vocabulary acquisition and word frequency
in vocabulary testing are discussed, and several previous studies that use VocabProfile to as-
sess second language vocabulary are analyzed. These serve as the theoretical and method-
ological basis for conducting the current study, which adopts two schema in VocabProfile
to first profile the word frequency in the speakers’ monologue responses, and then look
into the offlist words that are not captured by the first step. There are three major find-
ings indicated by the results. First, the proportion of words that belong to Academic Word
List is higher in the response of learners of higher proficiency. Second, breakdown of the
offlist words shows that more proficient learners also demonstrate usage of less frequent
words. Third, there is a task effect in the VocabProfile output, which is demonstrated by
the consistently different VocabProfile patterns between task types within each proficiency
group. The findings indicate that word frequency is an effective yet not comprehensive
measure, and that multiple measures are a must to test learner’s productive vocabulary and
communicative performance.
11. INTRODUCTION
This study will examine the relationship between holistic rating of English L2 speakers oral
output and lexical frequency profiles of the speaker, where lexical frequency profile refers
to the proportion of words in a given speakers output that can be classified according to
the relative frequency with which they occur in several corpora. The value of this measure
is in showing the extent to which speakers are using words which are frequent or rare in
English. The data for the speakers examined in this study are collected and maintained
by Oral English Proficiency Program (OEPP), which administers Oral English Proficiency
Test (OEPT) to incoming graduate students who may be assigned to work in university
classrooms. The OEPT is a computer-based certification exam of international students
oral proficiency, hosted by Purdue University used to screen prospective teaching assistants.
Test takers respond to questions on a variety of topics, and two trained raters give holistic
scores to the recorded response. Their responses take the form of short (1-2 minutes)
monologues.
Using these L2 monologues we test these claims about the relationship between lexical
frequency profiles and holistic ratings, albeit in a restricted range of Chinese speakers of
English as a second language. The main questions driving this research are: 1) how does L2
speakers’ lexical frequency profiles reflect the perceived proficiency of their oral output, 2)
what roles vocabulary play in language learning, and 3) how frequency effects influence the
development of vocabulary knowledge in L2 speakers. Using Construction Grammar [1,2]
as the main theoretical framework, this study provides insight and rationale into why lexical
frequency are key for vocabulary learning.
2Many SLA researchers have suggested that vocabulary can be used to represent the
quality of oral production. First of all, vocabulary knowledge is essential as a component
of grammar and as a foundation for constructing and organizing connected texts and speech.
Therefore, a better mastery of productive vocabulary is indispensable for non-native speak-
ers to construct grammatical framework and express ideas and thoughts in discourse.
Second, the selection of words varies among different communicative tasks, as specific
register and genre settings require appropriate ranges of vocabulary to achieve language
interaction. For non-native speakers, this means that not only they need a vocabulary that
is big enough to form grammar and connected speech, but also knowledge about the use of
their vocabulary to build up pragmatic competence in interaction.
These functions and characteristics of vocabulary lead us to believe that vocabulary use
can reflect L2 proficiency level to some extent, and an empirical measure could be adopted
to test the hypothesis.
To develop and test these ideas, I will first review the role of vocabulary in linguistic
knowledge and language acquisition. Specifically, the position of vocabulary knowledge
will be discussed in construction grammar approaches. Next, I will discuss the relation-
ship between vocabulary knowledge and non-native discourse, and common ways to assess
vocabulary in language testing. Then I focus on the frequency effects in vocabulary ac-
quisition and assessment, and argue that lexical frequency profile is a valid indication to
evaluate learners vocabulary knowledge. These serve as the preamble for studying Chinese
ESL speakers lexical frequency profiles and their proficiency scores. Then I will adopt
a design similar to Brown’s study [3], and use VocabProfile (VP) to generate lexical fre-
quency profiles for each group of the speakers. In addition, I will study the off-list words
based on more refined frequency breakdown, which is not included in Browns study. Re-
sults show that higher proficiency score is related to 1) a higher proportion of AWL words
in frequency profile, and 2) use of uncommon words as in lower-frequency bands. Finally,
3I will summarize the main finding, and discuss the limitations and future directions of the
study.
42. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Vocabulary in Linguistic Knowledge: Contrasting Generative versus Construc-
tion Grammar Approaches
Generative theories in linguistics assume at least two components of meaning: a syn-
tactic system and a lexicon system. The former combines morphosyntactic units into the
framework of phrases and sentences, and the latter fills in the slots of which specific lexical
category could fit in. As a result, a crucial condition is that the lexical category of words
should match the morphosyntactic properties of the position in which they appear. There-
fore, the knowledge of lexical category is theorized as crucial for speakers to be able to
insert a word into the right syntactic environment in grammar. However, the semantic con-
tent of lexicon is to some extent overlooked in traditional generative approaches relative to
their emphasis on syntax and parameter setting [4].
In contrast to this view, , Construction Grammar and Radical Construction Grammar as-
sign greater emphasis to the lexicon as a crucial type of construction that constitutes speak-
ers knowledge of grammar [1,2]. Croft assigns greater emphasis to the lexicon specifically
because it is the only component of linguistic knowledge that spans over three levels of
form and function mapping: the phonological component, the syntactic component, and
the semantic component. Assuming that the universals of language should lie in lexicon,
Croft proposes that speakers are required to learn lexicons as a crucial part of linguistic
competence in order to generate sentences and interpret semantic meanings.
Thus, if we take a constructionist approach, then acquiring a first or second language
would certainly entail mastery of vocabulary knowledge because it is understood to shape
the building blocks and connections between various components of L2 grammar.
52.1.1 Vocabulary as a Component of Language Knowledge
On a macro scale, vocabulary knowledge can be subsumed under semantic knowledge,
but vocabulary knowledge refers specifically to the mapping required between a phonolog-
ical form and a particular word meaning [5]. It is possibly the most complex subsystem
compared to other components of linguistic knowledge such as phonology and syntax. Al-
though most L2 studies generally focus on features related to complexity, accuracy, and
fluency (CAF) [6], these dimensions, as operationalized by several surface attributes of
speech, are not unitary indices in and of themselves. It is true that measuring the surface
attributes such as speech rate or number of pauses would very accurately describe how
well a native speaker or an L2 learner achieves a final oral production. However, these sur-
face attributes might as well represent some underlying processes that influence the final
product. Obviously, the activation of vocabulary knowledge would directly determine the
pausing time spent on recalling a word, thus greatly influencing the perceived fluency of
oral speech.
Yet there is more to do with the organizational function of vocabulary by itself in Lev-
elt’s blueprint for speaker [7]. Levelt considers a speaker to be an information processor:
connected speech is realized by mechanisms in three processors, from the initial gener-
ation of preverbal message (conceptualizer), to the linguistic encoding of internal speech
(formulator), and finally the phonetic realization of meaningful utterance and speech (artic-
ulator). Thus vocabulary knowledge would be responsible for transforming thoughts into
linguistically meaningful units and organizing these into longer prosodic phrases. This is
reflected in the framework by the particular importance of lexicon: it connects the speech
formulator and speech-comprehension system, which feeds the parsed speech back to the
conceptualizer and helps generate incremental preverbal messages. Though Levelt does
not specifically relate lexicon with another component discourse model and situational
6knowledge, I will also propose in a later section that lexicon in speech output also relates
to these paralinguistic considerations, especially the pragmatics of interaction.
In addition, a more thorough and wider knowledge about vocabulary would increase the
complexity of production. Not only that the complexity of vocabulary itself is subsumed by
the general concept of complexity, but also the knowledge about word collocations would
also contribute to the overall complexity of expressions. Therefore, a better understand-
ing and evaluation of vocabulary knowledge should be included in studying Complexity,
Accuracy, and Fluency (CAF) as the surface features of second language production. Re-
cently many a scholars have proposed that the study of CAF should view second language
proficiency as a complex system rather than a linear process [8]. We would propose that vo-
cabulary knowledge should work together with these attested factors to enable the gradual
emergence of the system.
2.1.2 Vocabulary in Construction Grammar
Mainstream Universal Grammar (UG) theories generally view lexicon as filling in the
slots that are generated by formal syntactic rules, and does not systematically account for
the rich variations in meaning, form and function of lexicon. Therefore, theories that fully
acknowledge the individual specifications of lexicon and reflect general learning mecha-
nism is need to back up the empirical investigation on vocabulary.
Construction Grammar theories have offered us new perspectives on the role of vocab-
ulary that is fundamentally different than UG approaches. A question posed by traditional
views of grammar is why syntax does not randomly select any lexical item to fill in the slots
where the morphosyntactic properties would actually allow such selection. In other words,
if lexical category cannot solely determine the presence of words, then what do traditional
approaches offer in terms of the lexicons role in forming sentences?
7The solution seems to suggest that lexicons by themselves are a complex unit of gram-
mar, and that the function of lexicon in forming grammatical sentences cannot be replaced
with morphosyntactic restrictions. The main proposal of Construction Grammar [1] is that
constructions should be considered as more prevalent than only providing evidence for for-
mal rules, and that meanings and forms of construction should be isomorphic. Since word
is a basic type of construction [9], if different words carry difference semantic and prag-
matic meaning even though appearing in the same syntactic environment, then they form
distinct construction.
In addition, Radical Constructionist approaches, on the other hand, claim that lexical
categories are not syntactically determined, but the semantic contents of lexicon themselves
determine the syntactic environment where they occur [2]. There is no predetermined cat-
egory for words, but instead, speakers conceptualize the category of words with blurry
boundaries based on their prototypical meanings. This is particularly evident in Crofts
Radical Construction Grammar based on typological perspective. In his cross-linguistic
survey of word category [2], Croft claims that the universals of word category lie in the
semantics: words take different derivations that seem to characterize a category based on
their prototypical meaning. Specifically, prototypical nouns denote object and are used for
reference, prototypical adjectives denote property and are used for modification, and pro-
totypical verbs denote action and are used for predication. Non-prototypical words do have
the behavioral potential to take the role of non-prototypical words, but require additional
structural coding including more complex morphological derivations to do so.
Constructionist approaches do share some commonalities with mainstream generative
grammar. For example, they both assume that more complex expressions can be generated
by combining smaller units. However, constructionist views of language differ from main-
stream generative grammar in many respects. As outlined by Goldberg [9], one of these
is learning mechanism: generative linguistics generally maintain that universal grammar is
8hard-wired in human brain, which enables learners to access language-specific principles.
Partly as a result of this, language-specific, idiosyncratic expressions tend to be treated
as peripheral that cannot be accounted for by cross-linguistic formal rules. In contrary,
constructionists view language learning as the result of cognitive mechanisms rather than
principles and parameters, and that idiosyncratic expressions should also be learnable from
positive input. These generally align with broader cognitive mechanisms instead of for-
mal rules and derivations. Since lexicon is a crucial type of construction, then it should
also be learnable for learners to construct complex grammatical knowledge, with countless
idiosyncrasies in its semantic and pragmatic meaning.
Construction grammarians theoretical proposal on lexicon being the link between three
grammatical components also resonates with Levelts account on mental lexicon [10] from
a pshycholinguistic perspective. As discussed earlier, Levelt sees lexical item as a complex
entity, and points out that the retrieval of information based on mental lexicon also involves
syntactic, morphological, and phonological information. In fact, since Levelt sees speaker
as an information processor, the lexicon is a crucial link between components and would
thus influence the functioning of more than one part. This is not surprising because a cru-
cial assumption of Construction Grammar is that the learning mechanism of constructions
(including words) shares a lot in common with general learning abilities. Yet Construction
Grammar formalizes the functional perspective and sheds light on how we should view lex-
icon in grammar based on psychological realities, instead of splitting linguistic theory and
empirical evidence. The implication of merging these two aspects is two-fold. In terms of
the development of theory, the less-studied peripheral words and constructions could also
be accredited in addition to formal derivations. In terms of practical research procedures,
this provides a more testable connection between data and the theoretical claims that are to
be examined.
9If we assume this line of logic, then the knowledge of vocabulary is much more mean-
ingful as it actively participates in generating phrasal structures. Thus learners need vocab-
ulary knowledge to conceptualize possible phrases that are not only syntactically accept-
able, but also semantically and pragmatically felicitous. This insight from Construction
Grammar leads us to believe that knowing enough words means more than filling in the
slots to construct the underlying grammar and perform interactive tasks . In later sections,
constructionist approaches will be assumed for further explaining vocabulary knowledge
development in learners.
2.2 Vocabulary in Language Acquisition
As the study examines the productive vocabulary knowledge of non-native speakers, it
is necessary to discuss the acquisition of vocabulary. This section will discuss the general
processes and mechanisms underlying second language vocabulary acquisition, and the
scope of learners task to acquire sufficient vocabulary knowledge.
According to a psycholinguistic model of L2 vocabulary acquisition proposed by Jiang
[11], the process can be characterized by three stages: a formal stage where linguistic
formal representations are initially constructed, a lemma mediation stage where L1 coun-
terparts are mapped onto the lexical entry of L2, and an L2 integration stage where the
established connections and formal representations begin to be ’integrated into L2 lexi-
cal entry’. Two major constraints on lexical development are influence from L1 semantic
system, and the lack of L2 input to learners. The former is caused by different lexical
semantic system between L1 and L2: because L2 learners usually already have estab-
lished their mental lexicon, they tend to relate this resource with L1 semantic concepts.
Yet L1 lemma often differ with their L2 ’counterparts’ in meaning relations and contextual
preferences, which might slow down the further integration of L2 semantic network. The
second constraint acknowledges the external influence on lexical development. Jiang uses
10
classroom input as an example of the L2 input which lacks sufficient contextual informa-
tion and argues that this makes it difficult for learners to move onto the third stage. Ellis
has also suggested the quality and quantity of input in vocabulary learning. In his earlier
work [5], Ellis proposed a list of psycholinguistic variables that influence lexical acquisi-
tion and suggested that exposure to foreign vocabulary is largely determined by frequency.
He later proposed that vocabulary acquisition consists of two types of learning [12]: ex-
plicit learning of the many aspects of vocabulary, ranging from basic semantic meaning to
collocations and genre preference, and implicit learning which maps explicit learning onto
latent meaning representations. Therefore, it is clear at this point that a distinction between
overt, conscious and explicit learning of vocabulary, and the covert, implicit process of in-
tegration into mental lexicon. Jiang thus distinguishes lexical (or vocabulary) knowledge
and lexical competence based on whether the concept involves the integration of explicit
information with mental lexical entry. Therefore, what can be explicitly measured should
be viewed as vocabulary knowledge by this definition. The next step is to consider what
conceptual and empirical specifications should be adopted to measure it.
Nation [13] has proposed a comprehensive model of vocabulary knowledge, in which
he outlined the scope of a learners task. He breaks down productive and receptive knowl-
edge within each of the four hypothetical components of word knowledge: form (spoken
and written), position (grammatical patterns and collocations), function (frequency and
appropriateness), and meaning (concept and associations). Read [14] noted that such spec-
ifications would constitute an idealized account of vocabulary knowledge rather than a
realistic description. Yet a crucial assumption for Nation’s model is that knowing a word
does not simply require the mapping between form and meaning, but also the knowledge
of its functions in connected text or speech. Specifically, Nation noted that frequency and
appropriateness are responsible for the function of vocabulary. This certainly goes beyond
11
linguistic knowledge itself and involves some paralinguistic aspects about social interaction
and pragmatic strategies.
More recently, Read [14] proposed the position of vocabulary knowledge based on
Bachman and Palmer’s framework of language knowledge [15], which comprises six fun-
damental aspects: organizational, grammatical, textual, pragmatic, functional, and soci-
olinguistic knowledge. In its simplest sense, learners have to master a certain amount of
vocabulary as the basic construct of grammatical and functional knowledge in the frame-
work.
However, this framework does not give full credit to the conceptualization of vocabulary
that emerges in several subcategories. For example, sociolinguistic knowledge of register
and style also relies on vocabulary knowledge, as McCarthy claimed that the feature of
register and style depend on a particular selection of words and phrases [16]. Corpus studies
on the relation between lexical usage and genre of the text and the structure of discourse
also confirm the proposal [17, 18]. These studies indicate that vocabulary knowledge is a
basis of performing more complicated communicative tasks, as well as a tool that can be
utilized to quantify the feature of speech and text.
Therefore, vocabulary knowledge is essential for L2 speakers in that (1) productive
knowledge based in the lexicon is necessary for constructing and organizing longer texts
and speech, and (2) communicative tasks require a selection of words that are appropriate
to the register and style to be used in written and oral interaction.
2.3 Vocabulary Knowledge in Non-native Discourse
The above discussion seems to suggest the point repeatedly: a thorough understanding
of vocabulary knowledge should go beyond the matching between form and meaning, and
should include the pragmatic function of words in context. The hypothesis might be too
12
broad to be operationalized in this study, yet it would be interesting to discuss the implica-
tion here.
Discourse and interlanguage pragmatic theories do offer insights on why this should be
the case. For example, Smith’s theory on the discourse modes of local semantic structures
[19] suggests that the semantic representation of propositions and arguments should take
into consideration how they could integrate with additional propositions and motivate the
development of discourse.
The acquisitional component of pragmatics mainly concerns how an L2 learner ac-
quires the knowledge of not only linguistic expressions and pragmatic rules, but also how
to intentionally use available expressions to achieve certain illocutionary force and commu-
nicative goals. Such a statement is based upon the multi-dimensional nature of pragmatic
knowledge, as proposed by several scholars. Just to include a more recent discussion,
Kasper makes the distinction between pragmatic knowledge on linguistic and social di-
mensions [20]:
1. Pragmalinguistic knowledge: mappings of form, meaning, force, and context;
2. Sociopragmatic knowledge: the link between action-relevant context factors and
communicative action.
Speech act analysis has also taken dominance in L2 pragmatics [21]. In a comprehensive
review, Bardovi-Harlig points out that L2 researchers usually interpret the context in which
speech acts are performed as conversational settings created by researchers themselves.
Thus these studies tend to focus on L2 speakers use of acquired linguistic expressions
in pre-set conversation scenarios, and compare them with native speakers speech acts in
similar settings. Speech acts in non-conversational settings, on the other hand, receive
much less attention. Yet spoken monologue also carries the communicative intention as
conversation. A piece of evidence is that, in the OEPP data, we find multiple L2 speakers
end their answer by saying Thank you or Thats all, and one of them beginning the answer by
13
Hello. These indicate that when producing monologue, they actually tend to acknowledge
and project a sense that raters will be listening.
Thus we would go on to assume that learners lexical resource also participate in ex-
pressing their communicative intentions and constructing oral discourse. This confirms the
theoretical discussion that lexicon carries more than its grammatical functions and encyclo-
pedia meanings, and is also prevalent in foreign language teaching pedagogy. For example,
McCarthy [22] advocates a communicative approach to language teaching, which empha-
sizes lexical cohesion patterns and cohesive devices depending on the context of communi-
cation. Mahlberg [23] has also suggested using corpora to study the discourse perspective
of lexical chains, assuming that different genres of text require distinct cohesive patterns of
lexis repetition and co-occurrence.
2.4 Vocabulary Assessment in Language Testing
Though vocabulary knowledge occupies important roles in the theoretical discussion of
language knowledge, when it comes to language testing, it can be difficult to conceptualize
and operationalize the intention to measure vocabulary knowledge. This section will dis-
cuss two relevant questions: what attributes of vocabulary knowledge we want to measure,
and what measures have been proposed.
2.4.1 Conceptual Models for Vocabulary Assessment
There have been several conventions that attempt to establish the conceptual framework
of L2 vocabulary knowledge assessment. However, there can be problems in terms of how
to interpret the conceptual models and attributes.
For example, conceptualizing vocabulary knowledge as having depth and breadth [24]
has been criticized as lacking [25]. The main drawback is that knowing a word can involve
14
knowledge to varying degrees, as indicated by Nation’s framework of language knowledge
(see Section 2.2). In addition, Vermeer has pointed out that although L2 researchers are
generally interested in measuring the breadth of vocabulary knowledge [26], there is large
coalescence between breadth and depth. This leads to the result that vocabulary breadth is
actually very much the same as depth in conceptualization. Therefore, breadth itself is not
a linear construct, and can be interlaced with various aspects of the depth of knowledge,
depending on the task and context. Thus the two-dimensional model does not accredit the
complex nature of productive vocabulary.
Conceptualizing breadth and depth as linear construct is essentially the result of treat-
ing the productive knowledge of every word as the same which simply add up to build
the abstract scale of either attribute. Yet this is overly simplifying: as pointed out by Ver-
meer, both depth and breadth are closely related to the frequency of words in input, which
he shows by studying the difference of monolingual and bilingual childrens productive
vocabulary. In addition, frequency effects play an important role in the acquisition and as-
sessment of vocabulary, and will be the basis for the design of this study. For more details
on frequency effects, see Section 3.
2.4.2 Common Lexical Measures in Language Assessment
There are also problems in how to operationalize the conceptual framework in research
design, especially which lexical measures should be used to quantify vocabulary knowledge
depending on various research purposes.
From language testing perspective, it might be as difficult to objectively assess vocabu-
lary performance than the intensely studied CAF correlates. Phonetic and phonological
knowledge are generally regarded as much more objectively measurable than semantic
knowledge [3]; even grammatical knowledge can still tested by looking at the complex-
ity of clausal and sentential structures in second language production, which is relatively
15
easier to measure than the evaluation of why a single word or some combination of words
is better than others.
The complex nature of vocabulary knowledge is also reflected in the numerous terms
and definitions in lexical measures, some of which contradicting. Despite these challenges,
numerous measures have been proposed to assess learners productive vocabulary. These
include lexical density [27], lexical sophistication and rareness [14], and lexical diver-
sity [28]. See Table 2.1 for a brief summary of the definitions and formulas of common
measures1.
Table 2.1.
Summary of common lexical measurements
Measure Definition Index








Lexical diversity the variety of active vo-
cabulary deployed by a
speaker or writer
TTR (number
of types / num-
ber of tokens);
VocD
Lexical sophistication the selection of low fre-
quency words that are
appropriate to the topic





In the following section on lexical frequency measures, I will propose that taking fre-
quency into account would offer insight on how productive vocabulary knowledge can be
assessed in testing environments.
1Definitions of the measures can be ambiguous, and researchers have different opinion on which index goes
under which measure. For a short review on different researchers interpretation on some commonly studied
measures, see Yu’s discussion on lexical diversity [28]
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3. LEXICAL FREQUENCY MEASURES IN VOCABULARY
ASSESSMENT
3.1 Conceptualizing Lexical Frequency
At this point a question we might ask is, why frequency is important among the other as-
pects of vocabulary acquisition mechanism and assessment measures? From a theoretical
perspective, Ellis [29] has suggested that repetition is crucial in explicit learning experi-
ence, in which frequently occurred patterns become abstract and implicit. Therefore, as
vocabulary knowledge is considered to grow in a similar pattern, the frequency of words
being repeated should be a driving force for learners to proceed with explicit knowledge
accumulation.
From a practical perspective, lexical frequency measures offer insights into how fre-
quency influences L2 vocabulary learning and characterize growth patterns of acquisition.
To relate our discussion with feasible measures, this section discusses the conceptual basis
for using lexical frequency measures and Lexical Frequency Profile (LFP), and its implica-
tions for productive vocabulary in communicative contexts.
In conceptual terms, frequency refers to how often a lexical item occurs. Lexical fre-
quency is usually included as an attribute of lexical sophistication which falls under lexical
richness. Read has proposed a four-dimensional model of lexical richness [14]:
1. A variety of different words rather than repetitively using a fixed set of words. This
can be measured by type-token ratio (TTR) or lexical variation;
2. A selection of low-frequency words that is appropriate for the style and topic rather
than common vocabulary. This measure is called lexical sophistication;
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3. A relatively high proportion of content words versus function words. This measure-
ment is known as lexical density;
4. Few errors in the use of words. This measurement is the number of errors.
As pointed out by Daller [30], a noticeable implication from Reads distinction is that mea-
surement of lexical diversity (TTR) is separated from lexical rareness (lexical frequency
measurements). This is important for the analysis because TTR and lexical frequency mea-
surements are fundamentally different. TTR (and many other measurements on lexical den-
sity) assumes that every word in the text is the same and simply measures the occurrence
of each word, while lexical frequency measurements assumes that high- and low-frequency
words reflect acquisitional order to some extent. Such assumption generally serves as the
basis for some commonly used frequency tests for the breadth of L2 productive vocabulary:
presumably, the less common a word is, the less likely that it would be acquired early on,
and the more likely that it indicates a broader width of productive vocabulary.
In addition, separating these two indexes suggests a basic distinction between internal
and external measurements. TTR measures the attributes within a text itself as there is no
external index in the formula, while lexical frequency measurements have to rely on exter-
nal word lists and corpora. This also indicates that the concept of a word being frequent
or infrequent is relativized, as the distinction is determined by external sources to some
extent. Thus the selection of tools such as word lists and corpora should suffice the purpose
of testing and would not heavily affect our interpretation of the outcome.
As suggested by the above discussion, productive vocabulary itself is multi-faceted,
thus applying specific measurements could be slippery in real assessment. In Richards
and Malvern’s discussion [31], any measurement on productive vocabulary should have
good construct validity in relation to the context, purposes and research questions to avoid
ambiguous interpretation of outcome. This notion also applies to frequency measurements,
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and leads us to look for a valid measuring tool that can be used for empirically testing our
hypothesis.
3.2 Frequency Effects in Language Acquisition and Assessment
In order to further explore frequency effects and LFP, its theoretical assumptions are
discussed below, specifically focusing on these topics: frequency distribution of words,
relationship between word frequency and coverage, and the role of word frequency in the
acquisition and assessment of second language vocabulary.
In the bigger picture, the frequency count of a word and the number of such words
are often found to be in an inverse relationship. As discussed by Milton [32], there are
usually only a few words that are highly frequent, e.g., the, a, but much more words that
are highly infrequent, e.g., insignificant, irreversible. The frequency counts of other words
lie somewhere in the middle between these two ends, being neither extremely frequent nor
rare, e.g., school, day.
This distribution pattern between the number of words with certain frequency level and
the number of times they occurs generally follows Zipf’s law. Zipf’s law states that there
is an inverse relationship between the frequency level and the occurrence of words in a
natural language; when displayed graphically, it is evident that this relation is not linear
but rather highly skewed, and forms a distribution similar to exponential growth. Zipf’s
law is not an exact description of the actual frequency distribution, and because it is not
theoretically oriented but rather an empirical law [32], it can be actually observed in the
frequency distribution of large corpora.
This has important implications for the relation between the frequency of words and the
cumulative coverage in the overall lexicons. As shown in Table 3.1 cited by Nation [13]
for a list of frequency bands and their hypothetical coverage, when the number of different
words increases, their cumulative text coverage does not rise as fast. In fact, the percentage
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of cumulative text coverage seems to hit a ceiling when the number of words reaches 2,000,
which means that the most frequent 2,000 words in English would cover approximately 80
per cent of overall texts; when we keep building onto the number of different words, it does
not significantly contribute to the increase of cumulative coverage.
Table 3.1.
Number of words and text coverage











Zipf’s law has significant implications when applied to the vocabulary acquisition and
assessment of a second language. If we assume that the above hypothetical curve, then
approximately 2,000 words are needed in order to understand 80 per cent of the texts in
English, thus the knowledge of these words serves as the basis for the comprehension of
reading or listening. Knowing more infrequent words beyond the 2,000 band is even more
helpful to reach the rest 20 per cent of overall text coverage.
From the perspective of input, Vermeer [26] has also pointed out that the frequency
of input can actually explain the connections between vocabulary breadth and depth, and
that how often a word is encountered in input is one of the essential factors that influence
learners vocabulary acquisition. In terms of production, it is generally assumed that at
least the core words are needed for daily communication, and that a broader vocabulary
(thus knowing more infrequent words) would assist the expression of more sophisticated
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ideas. Nation [13] argues that the very frequent words are crucial for basic communication
and emphasizes the importance of teaching these words with great effort from a pedagog-
ical point of view. Afterwards, it might become the learners task to learn advanced and
infrequent words for specific purposes. In any case, vocabulary knowledge should be un-
derstood in a bigger context of text knowledge, from understanding lexicon as the basic
unit of text comprehension to the incorporation of contextual information [33].
There are apparently close connections between the frequency of a word and the order
of acquisition. As proposed by Milton [32], the more frequent a word is in particular con-
text, the more likely that a learner will encounter and thus acquire it. This would predict that
the most common words tend to be acquired first, while the most infrequent words would
be acquired much later in developmental aspects. The conceptual relationship has also been
studied empirically by various researchers [3, 34, 35]. These studies use indices in lexical
frequency measurements as independent variables and test their correlation with dependent
variables such as holistic band score [3, 35] or academic achievements [34]. Their results
generally agree that a bigger portion of low-frequency words LFP correlates with higher
band score and better academic achievements, suggesting testable practice by using fre-
quency measurements. Yet it should be noted that because the frequency of a single word
is largely based on frequency counts in large corpora, there are usually instances where
some word cannot be found in any of the corpora. This could confound the results to some
extent and dismiss part of learners oral production, which is not specifically addressed by
the above studies. The limitation will be discussed in detail in the study design.
It should also be noted that vocabulary knowledge is of complex nature and a single
measure might not reveal the full picture. There may also be a difference between passive
vocabulary and active vocabulary: Milton proposes that it is generally observed that active
vocabulary is smaller than passive vocabulary, therefore knowing a word does not neces-
sarily entail actively using it, therefore the productive knowledge of a word entails and
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requires more effort than simply memorizing it. Yet the case of production is more com-
plicated than comprehension in that multiple factors outside the text itself can influence the
productive vocabulary. Therefore, a broader vocabulary knowledge and better performance
in productive tests do not necessarily entail each other a priori in either direction.
3.3 Lexical Frequency Profile
This section defines and discusses Lexical Frequency Profile (LFP) as a tool for objec-
tively measuring lexical frequency and vocabulary knowledge, and empirically testing our
hypothesis.
One of the major approaches to incorporate vocabulary frequency into language as-
sessment measures is Lexical Frequency Profile by Laufer and Nation [36]. The Lexical
Frequency Profile categorizes major frequency characteristics of a text based on internal
and external measures. Its main function is to calculate the percentage of words used in a
text that belong to different frequency levels. It was originally created to evaluate written
texts as an independent measurement outside text itself, but it has also been applied to eval-
uate spoken texts [3]. The cut-off points between frequency levels are determined by the
frequency bands based on word statistics in pre-set word lists or large corpora.
The specific program for LFP analysis used in this study is VocabProfile (VP), which
categorizes words in text into the following four types:
1. The first 1,000 most frequent words in English;
2. The second 1,000 most frequent words in English;
3. Words that belong to academic vocabulary in AWL (Academic Word List, discussed
in detail below);
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4. Less frequent words that do not appear in any of the three categories above, i.e., off-
list words. This usually includes proper names and technical jargons, e.g., MEG,
fMRI.
The Academic Word List was created by Coxhead [37] based on General Service List
and University Word List [38], and has been widely used in the assessment for English
for Academic Purposes [39]. It consists of 570 word families drawn from the Academic
Corpus and has a good coverage of academic texts in various subject areas.
In the bigger picture, the main function of using Lexical Frequency Profile is to de-
termine the size of a learners vocabulary and lexical richness as an attribute of text, as
proposed by Laufer and Nation. Nation assumes that the greater the more infrequent words
outside the most frequent lists are used in a text, the higher its lexical richness index [13].
Yet it is necessary to address the point that frequency profile itself cannot directly provide
a comprehensive picture of the overall rating of a text, but instead could indicate a learner’s
skill in using vocabulary knowledge in interactive tasks [13].
There are several advantages of using Lexical Frequency Profile over other measures.
One particular advantage of using LFP is that it takes the frequency layers into considera-
tion rather than treating every word as homogeneous unit in the flow of text. This advantage
is remedial for type-token ratio (TTR) which is one of the first and most widely used basic
measures of vocabulary knowledge in first and second language acquisition. A type is one
non-repetitive single occurrence of an individual word; a token is simply a word or lexical
item that may or may not occur repetitively in a text. Hypothetically, when a new word that
has never appeared in previous text occurs, the divide of the overall TTR would increase,
while using the same word repetitively would not increase TTR because only the divider is
increased.
Yet there are at least two major concerns with using TTR as a single measure. Firstly,
TTR is highly sensitive to varying text length [40]; as the length of text grows thus covering
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more types, it is less likely for new types to appear and contribute to the growth of TTR.
Secondly, the contribution of each new type is not consistent for different lexical items,
which is why the frequency of words should be considered. Using a very common and
frequent word, e.g. I, day, obviously has less contribution than infrequent and more specific
words, such as investigate, propose, and so on.
In the next section, the study design based on VocabProfile, which is an updated lexical
profiling tool based on LFP, will be used as the major measure of lexical frequency.
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4. STUDY DESIGN
So far I have reviewed frequency effects in vocabulary acquisition and the benefits of using
frequency-based measures in language assessment. It has also been shown by researchers
that frequency profiles reflect the proficiency levels and acquisitional orders, yet the depen-
dence on corpora coverage is largely ignored. Therefore, the study will test the established
connection and seek a way to look into how to account for the dismissed words in frequency
measuring tool.
4.1 Overview of the Scale Used for Rating L2 Speakers in OEPT
As mentioned in the introduction, the study uses data from OEPP Fluency Database,
which is selected from test takers’ response to Oral English Proficiency Test before 2009.
There were 8 questions and 8 forms in the pre-2009 test. According to the rating manual,
a six-scale rating rubric (Table 4.1) was adopted to assign holistic scores to test takers oral
proficiency evidenced by their response to all the question prompts. A crucial dividing line
is drawn between Level 4 and Level 5; international students who get scores higher than 5
are considered qualified.
Comparing the description of Level 4 and 5, we would find the first three impressionist
accounts of oral proficiency largely resonate with many of the acoustic correlates in oral
speech that have been shown to have a cognitive basis in perception [6]. A previous study
on the OEPP Fluency database [41] examined the relationship between holistic rating and
acoustic correlates of fluency. The independent variables include measures of response
time, speech rate, and pause and phonation time ratio in total response duration, as well
as mean syllables per run. The results showed that speech rate, articulation rate, and mean
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syllables per run correlate strongly with holistic ratings. In a different line of study, re-
searchers are concerned about the content quality of oral production, and have been trying
to link related measures with overall proficiency. For example, Riazantseva [42] studied the
alignment of pausing and syntactic structure produced by Russian L2 learners of English.
The results indicated that learners are likely to transfer language-specific pausing patterns
into L2, and that the temporal alignment between clausal boundaries and pausing is demon-
strated by fluent L2 speakers and thus associated with higher proficiency. In contrast, it is
generally harder to conceptualize and locate indicators of speech content, especially the
quality of oral production, as they are not as observable as acoustic correlates and pausing
alignment with syntax. Yet it is obvious that the control of grammar and syntax and con-
tent and organization would indicate that better quality of spoken content is associated with
higher oral proficiency. Nevertheless, the biggest difficulty is how to select a variable that
is a proxy or can be used to indicate content quality.
4.2 Research Questions and Predictions
Based on the proposed frequency effect in vocabulary production and assessment, the
study will answer these research questions by studying the OEPP Fluency Database:
Question 1: Based on the text statistics given by VocabProfile Classic, how do the test
takers frequency profiles differ across different holistic proficiency groups?
Prediction 1: The text statistics given by VocabProfile Classic should show that, as the
proficiency level goes up, there is a decline of the percentage of the most common words,
especially K1 words, and an increase in the Academic Word List and offlist words.
Question 2: For offlist words in VocabProfile Classic, how would their frequency band
coverage differ among the three proficiency groups, according to the results given by VP
Compleat?
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Prediction 2: For different proficiency groups, the offlist words should differ in their
frequency band coverage and general distribution pattern. Chinese 3 should have the nar-
rowest frequency band coverage and tend to concentrate on more frequent bands, while
Chinese 5should have broader coverage and tend to spread out among more infrequent
bands.
4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Categorizing the Words
In the VocabProfile(VP) analysis, VP Classic V.4 is used to profile each spoken text
into four categories:
1. the first one thousand most common words (K1);
2. the second thousand most common words (K2);
3. words in Academic Word List (AWL); and
4. offlist words (OL).
A screenshot of VP Classic is included below (Figure 4.1).
Fig. 4.1. VP Classic interface
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After the text has been submitted, VP Classic then categorizes all the lexis into the four
kinds and shows them in four different colors. A text statistic is also provided to show the
proportions of words that belong to different categories in the whole text.
What are of interest to us here are two attributes. We first want to test whether the
proportions of words that belong to the four categories are correlated with the band score
of test takers, which Brown [3] has included in his study on IELTS oral response but did
not have significant comparison between groups. Morris and Cobb [34] have shown that
the academic performance of TESL trainees correlates negatively with the proportion of
K1 and positively with the proportion of AWL and AWL + OL. Based on these studies,
we would expect to see similar patterns between the OEPT holistic proficiency scores and
these text statistics generated by VocabProfile.
However, due to the content of wordlists themselves, proper nouns and abbreviations
cannot be properly categorized into any of the lists and are thus listed as offlist. To avoid
the influence on text statistics by the count of proper nouns and abbreviations, a list of
these word types is manually constructed from the aggregated version of all the texts and
submitted to the VP Classic along with the texts. This operation would re-categorize proper
nouns and abbreviations as the K1 word category the most frequent one thousand words.
4.3.2 Cleaning the Offlist Output
Once the proper nouns have been recategorized, we are left with the so-called offlist
words. It is hard to ignore the fact that AWL itself is a restricted set of words, thus VP
Classic would inevitably categorize many words that seem intuitively common to readers
as offlist. An example of such case is included below, which shows that the text on the
left is categorized into blue (for K1), green (for K2), yellow (for AWL), and red (for offlist
words).
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Fig. 4.2. VP Classic output
As can be seen in the color difference (Figure 4.2), VP Classic actually categorizes
all the words that do not belong to the first three wordlists as offlist, which is in fact of
great heterogeneous nature. Whereas the first three lists bring significant implication with
themselves, the offlist is actually a cover term that groups together all the rest of the words
that constitute an important part of test takers oral production. That is to say, treating offlist
words as parallel to the first three types is an overly simplified practice in describing the
frequency of words in these texts. Therefore, it would not be of much meaning if we ignore
the complex nature of offlist types, as this phenomenon is by and large a limitation of the
tool itself, and we do not wish the artifact to simplify our interpretation of the text statistics.
Therefore, the second step in the frequency profiling analysis is to look into these offlist
words. We do this in a two-step fashion. After initially submitting the texts into VP Classic
for a first pass of frequency profiling of vocabulary, we also want to grab the words that
have been categorized as offlist and look into their frequency characteristics.
Therefore, the current design is similar to Brown’s study and Morris and Cobb’s study
on using VocabProfile to predict ESL speakers band score or academic achievements, but a
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new component in the current design is to use VP Compleat to analyze the frequency band
distribution of offlist words in larger corpora.
4.3.3 Task Effects in Oral Output
Lastly, considering that there are two types of tasks in the Database, newspaper headline
(NP) and compare and contrast (CNC) are measured separately for the same proficiency
group. This is because slightly different task types would influence the lexical measures
[25]. Although investigating the effect of task on frequency profile is not a major research
question for the current study, the distinction between task types is still maintained in the
study procedure.
4.4 Material
The material for VocabProfile analysis is from OEPP Fluency Database and consists
of text transcription of test takers oral response to OEPT exam. Specifically, the sample
consists of test takers of three proficiency groups: 3, 4, and 5. All the participants native
language is Chinese. The sample sizes of each of the three groups of participants are shown
below in Table 4.2.
OEPT1 Test consists of eight types of different task; the texts collected in Fluency
database are only of the following two task types, and the distinction is reflected in the file
names.
1. CNC (Compare and Contrast): Students are asked to make a choice between two
options and elaborate on their reasons of making their decision.
2. NP (Newspaper Headline): Students are asked to express their opinions towards a




To prepare the texts for VocabProfile analysis, they are first pruned in order to get rid
of the speech events in some of the initial transcription. The following steps are included
in the pruning process:
1. Fillers such as uh, hm, are deleted as they do not directly reflect the test takers vo-
cabulary knowledge, unless they carry specific discourse implications;
2. Repetitions of the same word are deleted and only one occurrence of the word is
preserved;
3. Self-repairs and false starts are deleted and only the final version of the chunk is
preserved.
Once the pruning process is completed, the samples are ready for VocabProfile analysis. An
aggregated version of all the texts is first compiled and dumped into the VP Classic. This
is to create a list of proper nouns and abbreviations that appear in all the texts regardless
of proficiency levels. The list is then saved and will be used for the analysis of each single
text and will re-categorize the listed words as K1. This step is to avoid the occurrence of
these words being counted as offlist types.
Then, each text is submitted via the input window of VocabProfile Classics. The results
of text statistics would then be generated from the system. An example of the result is given
below (Table 4.3). Of particular interest to the study are four cells in the chart: the percent
of K1 Words, K2 Words, AWL Words, and Off-list Words.
The chart is then saved into MS Excel format for analysis. The chart for each sample is
saved in an individual worksheet, and all the charts for the samples produced by the same
proficiency group are saved in the same master Excel workbook. Therefore we end up with
three master Excel workbooks for all three proficiency groups. Up to this step, the VP
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Classic analysis has been completed, and we now have the frequency profiles based on the
three categories for each text in the sample.
For the next part, specifically on the offlist words produced by each proficiency group,
the aggregated texts we have complied at the beginning for proper noun extraction are re-
submitted via the VocabProfile interface. This is to grab the offlist words in the text for
each proficiency group.
These words are then saved to three separate lists and are submitted to VocabProfile
Compleat for a more fine-grained analysis on their frequency distribution. VocabProfile
Compleat is used to profile the frequency of these offlist words in much larger corpora,
specifically in British National Corpus and Corpus of Contemporary American English.
This is referred to as VP Compleat (BNC-COCA scheme). This way, the offlist part of test
takers productive vocabulary could be better described outside VocabProfile Classic.
The offlist words are first extracted from the above results, and saved into separate lists
for each proficiency group. The three lists are then submitted via VP Compleat interface
and are profiled against the frequency bands in BNC-COCA corpus. VP Compleat would
then generate the distribution of where these words belong in the frequency bands based
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Proficiency group Sample size (n)
Chinese 3 48 (25 CNC, 23 NP)
Chinese 4 47 (24 CNC, 23 NP)
Chinese 5 50 (25 CNC, 25 NP)
Table 4.3.
Sample output of VP Classic
Families Types Tokens Percent
K1 words: 86 94 208 86.67%
K2 words: 5 6 12 5%
AWL words: 9 9 10 4.17%
Offlist words: ? 6 10 4.17%
100+? 115 240 100%
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5. RESULTS
5.1 VP Classic Results
The results of VocabProfile analysis on the three proficiency groups are presented in
Table 5.1. There is little obvious difference between the percentage of K1 and K2 words
among the three proficiency groups: in all the three groups, these two frequency bands
together covers more than 90% of the text. K1 words are still the most common, covering
over 80% of text in all the groups. In this case, K1 also includes proper names and an offlist
has been cleaned. For example, Purdue and West Lafayette are manually added to the K1
category, because test takers might have already been generally familiar with these words
in daily occasions, although the words are infrequent in large corpora.
T-test is used to test these observations. For K1 words, the between-group differences
in both tasks are not significant with all p >0.05. K2 words do show a significant difference
between Chinese 3 and 4 (p = 0.0168) and Chinese 4 and 5 (p = 0.0096) in CNC task, but
no significant between-group difference in NP task, with all p >0.05.
Pertaining to AWL words, Chinese 4 and 5 both show a higher percentage of AWL
words than Chinese 3 especially in CNC task, yet with insignificant differences in unpaired
t-tests. However, the reason might be that Chinese 3 shows a much bigger variance (SD =
0.193) than Chinese 4 (SD = 0.0359) and 5 (SD = 0.0216) in AWL proportions. For offlist
words, both the highest and the lowest percentage are found in Chinese 4 (5.26% for CNC
and 2.36% for NP).
The result is also graphically presented in the following figures. Figure 5.1 is a graphi-
cal representation of numerical results in Table 5.1; Figure 5.2 zooms in the between-group
results of K2, AWL and Offlist and shows the small differences in more details. As shown
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Table 5.1.
VocabProfile classic results for Chinese (CN) 3, 4, and 5
CN3-CNC CN4-CNC CN5-CNC CN3-NP CN4-NP CN5-NP
Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean
K1 85.97% 86.42% 86.94% 90.93% 90.58% 89.81%
K2 5.58% 3.72% 5.44% 2.32% 2.65% 2.52%
AWL 0.75% 4.60% 3.59% 3.72% 4.40% 4.43%
Off-List 3.76% 5.26% 4.02% 3.03% 2.36% 3.24%
by the column height in Figure 5.1, there is only small difference in the proportion of K1
and K2 words across proficiency groups. In contrast, the mean proportions of AWL words
are much higher in Chinese 4 and 5 than in Chinese 3 especially in CNC task, though there
is not much difference between 4 and 5 (Figure 5.2).
Fig. 5.1. VocabProfile Classic results for Chinese 3, 4, and 5
In addition, there is an interesting finding that the frequency profiles for each profi-
ciency group differ between the two types of tasks, partly because the two types are not
combined in the VP Classic analysis. As can be seen in Figure 5.1, the coverage of K1 and
K2 words are consistently higher in CNC than in NP for the same proficiency group. T-test
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Fig. 5.2. VocabProfile Classic results for Chinese 3, 4, and 5 in K2, AWL, and Offlist
is used to test the significance of these observations. It shows that the difference between
K1 words between task types is significant for each proficiency group with all p <0.001.
For K2 words, it is significant for Chinese 3 and Chinese 5 with both p <0.0002, while not
highly significant for Chinese 4 (p = 0.0723).
5.2 Offlist Breakdown in VP Compleat
VocabProfile output stacks all the words that are not in the first three lists into Offlist
category, so we want to apply a finer breakdown of frequency bands onto the offlist ones
and see how the proficiency groups differ in this respect.
As shown in Table 5.2 below, one of the major between-group differences is the lowest
frequency band covered by the words1. The lowest frequency band reached by Chinese
3 is K14, i.e. the 14th most frequent one thousand words in BNC-COCA corpus. In
comparison, the lowest frequency band for Chinese 5 is K16, which is more infrequent
1K17 to K25 bands have zero coverage, therefore they are constellated in the table.
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than K14. This confirms our second hypothesis that Chinese 5 would be able to produce
more infrequent words than Chinese 3, thus demonstrating wider frequency band coverage.
Another noticeable between-group difference is the frequency coverage pattern. For
Chinese 3s in the CNC task, they reach 80% coverage in bands of lower frequency words.
In contrast, both Chinese 4 and Chinese 5 have reached 80% coverage at K5 for both tasks,
meaning that they reach 80% coverage in slightly higher frequency words than Chinese
3. This is somehow unexpected because we might anticipate that more proficient groups
should be able to reach a cumulative coverage with more unusual words (or words with













































































































































































































































































































































































































6.1 Summary of Results
The results indicate some differences in the frequency profile of different proficiency
groups. VP Classic results show that Chinese 3 differ from Chinese 4 and 5 in the propor-
tion of AWL words, especially in the CNC task. Though the difference is not significant, it
might be due to the larger variance in Chinese 3 data; the higher mean proportions of AWL
words indicate that Chinese 4 and 5 produce more academic words than Chinese 3 in oral
performance. Another finding is that the proportion of K1 words is consistently higher in
NP than in CNC in all the proficiency groups. Thus there is potential interaction between
task type and vocabulary use in the results, indicating that test takers tend to produce more
low-frequency words in CNC tasks than in NP tasks. The task effect on lexical measures
agrees with previous research findings [27, 43].
For offlist words, VP Compleat shows that the offlist types produced by Chinese 5
are less frequent, or more uncommon, than Chinese 3. The distribution of Chinese 4s
offlist is the same as Chinese 3, both at K14 (the 14th most frequent one-thousand words
in BNC-COCA corpora). Yet if we look at 80% cumulative coverage, it is shown that
Chinese 3s text includes more infrequent words than Chinese 4 and 5 according to VP
Compleat frequency profile. Contrary to the second prediction, Chinese 3 would be able
to spread their frequency coverage among more frequency bands than Chinese 4 and 5 by
this standard. The unexpected pattern might be due to the problem that it is hard to tell
whether speakers are indeed actively producing the infrequent words, or simply repeating
them from the test prompts, which confounds the analysis in all the proficiency groups.
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Another confounding factor that might trump over vocabulary in determining the holis-
tic scores is pronunciation. Since raters do not give score breakdowns for different aspects
of test response, e.g. pronunciation, intonation, vocabulary, etc., their overall impression
to a recording of response can be dependent one of the particular variables. This might be
especially true for pronunciation, as speakers who know many low-frequency words but
cannot pronounce them accurately might get a low holistic score. This relates to the prior
discussion on what it entails to know a word: when L2 speakers only have a lexical item
in their memory but cannot produce it accurately, raters cannot easily identify the word no
matter how infrequent and specific it is.
In addition, as the raters give holistic scores based on a test takers performance in
all eight tasks, it is possible that the small differences might show up in every task and
accumulate to influence the holistic perception of proficiency. Because the study only
measures two of the eight tasks, the between-group differences, though insignificant, can
add up to a point to influence rater’s decision on what holistic score he or she should give
to an individual test taker. The data range of the study might not be adequate to specifically
explain how, yet there have been studies on how small differences can make a noticeable
difference [44, 45], which offers insights into how the latent decision-making process of
raters can be affected by small differences in vocabulary use.
6.2 Limitations
6.2.1 Overlap between Test Response and Prompts
One factor that has not been considered in the study design is the overlap between test
response and test prompts. This is essentially to account for the possibility that test takers
were simply reading off the prompts when answering the question, rather than activating
and recalling the words from their memory. For example, the only K14 word produced by
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Chinese 3 is recondition, which is included in the test prompt of the corresponding task.
Therefore, although the analysis measures the words that are included in the transcripts,
these words might not represent the test takers actual productive vocabulary.
Yet such possibility is not included as part of the design, essentially because it is hard
to tell whether a speaker is using a word productively instead of just reading from what is
available. For example, it is also possible that a lexical item has already been acquired by
the speaker, and seeing it in the prompt simply reminds him or her and helps the activation
process. Therefore, the study takes the occurrence of words in actual output as the measur-
ing unit to analyze what raters actually hear, rather than looking into how these words are
activated by the L2 learners.
A probable solution to this problem is to delete all the repetitions from the prompt and
examine what still remains in the response. This would eliminate all the words that are
possibly activated only by the prompt rather than recalled from long-term memory by test
takers themselves.
6.2.2 Variables beyond Single Measures of CAF Correlates
The overall design of the study focus on how lexical frequency profiles differ across
proficiency groups, which is similar to studying the between-group difference of other
single measures such as acoustic features. Yet it is obvious that a single variable may not
be adequate to explain further variations in the overall proficiency. There is apparently
broader interaction between the various aspects of acquisition and performance that come
into play, from semantics and syntax to pronunciation and discourse strategies.
However, this does not imply that simply aggregating more variables associated with
these facets would work. In fact, it would likely evolve towards complexity theory ap-
proach, as suggested by Norris and Ortega [8]. For L2 vocabulary, this would treat the
development of vocabulary knowledge as a dynamic system that can be influenced by the
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aggregated effect from multidimensional sources. To some extent his resonates with the
previous discussion on the multi-facet nature of vocabulary knowledge, as we have already
recognized that knowing a word entails a range of knowledge from pronunciation to prag-
matic context. But what Norris and Ortega have suggested is more than the traditional view
on using distinct metrics to build explanatory model. On the one hand, many of the metrics
are sub-systems themselves, therefore simply measuring their occurrence without consid-
ering its internal variation would reduce the explanatory power of the bigger model. On
the other hand, the multidimensional nature of language development and its components
would not be fully embodied by reducing a dynamic system to relatively static measures.
Therefore complexity approach would possibly require multi-dimensional models to simu-
late the dynamic development, encompassing attested variables that also interact with each
other and form smaller sub-systems.
6.3 Implications for Theoretical Discussion and Future Study
In a broader sense, the study design reflects some of the theoretical assumptions that
have been discussed in the literature review. An assumption behind using word frequency
measures is that the frequency of words in input would influence what are more and less
likely for learners to acquire as their vocabulary knowledge, which would reflect their over-
all proficiency. Therefore, using frequency measures based on wordlists and frequency
bands in corpora connects the larger context of vocabulary with what learner has activated
and produced in real-time response.
Yet as suggested by the discussion on complexity approaches, the variation at hand is
obviously much more than the current design could explain, and it is worth talking about
the broader implications here. Bybee [46] has proposed a usage-based approach for gram-
mar, arguing that instances of language use impacts the representation of grammar and the
emergence of change. Therefore, the focus of discussion is shifted from linguistic struc-
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tures themselves, to the internal and external processes that shape the dynamic represen-
tation of them. This largely agrees with constructionists view on the learning mechanism
of vocabulary [47]: abstract formal representations are not hard-wired in brain, but emerge
from the input and output of vocabulary use, and the connections that gradually link the
individual instances and form semantic network.
For studies on L2 speakers vocabulary knowledge, Bybees proposals strengthen SLA
researchers argument on the complex nature of vocabulary and its importance in assess-
ment. It also posits new challenges as to how the units and constructs of vocabulary knowl-
edge should be quantified. For example, how frequently a word has to be encountered to
influence learners representation of related constructions? Since knowing a word entails
multi-dimensional knowledge, how would learners knowledge of different dimensions de-
velop as a result of positive input? Again, acknowledging the complexity of vocabulary
knowledge and its connections with both theoretical and practical issues would perhaps
lead us to consider much more variables beyond any CAF measures. This would leave
opportunities for future studies to quantify the variation in usage data, and how related pro-
cesses lead to the emergence of qualitative change in vocabulary and language structures.
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7. CONCLUSION
The study examines the relationship between lexical frequency measures and holistic profi-
ciency score of Chinese ESL speakers by generating lexical frequency profiles in VocabPro-
file programs. The result shows that the proportion of AWL words and the frequency break-
down of offlist words differ among the three proficiency levels of ESL speakers, though the
difference is small in statistical tests. There is potentially interaction between task type and
lexical frequency profiles, as the measures of K1 and K2 words consistently differ across
CNC and NP task. Possible explanations for the variation and limitations of the study are
also discussed.
A range of literature on vocabulary knowledge has also been discussed. These in-
clude the theoretical and practical aspects of vocabulary, and conceptual and empirical
implications in vocabulary assessment. In particular, constructionist theories have been
discussed with respect to the position of vocabulary knowledge in shaping grammatical
competence; major proposals regarding the multi-dimensional nature of vocabulary knowl-
edge, and common lexical measures in language assessment are also reviewed. Specifically,
frequency effect in vocabulary acquisition and assessment serve as the basis for conducting
a research using frequency profiles. This also implies that frequency effect may only be a
component of a sub-system in vocabulary knowledge and second language development,
which interacts with language-internal factors as well as assessment settings. Considering
the variance of and interaction between single measures, it is suggested that complexity-
theory approaches that encompass variables on different dimensions might lead us towards
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